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Abstract16

Computing the volume of a high dimensional polytope is a fundamental problem in geometry, also17

connected to the calculation of densities of states in statistical physics, and a central building block18

of such algorithms is the method used to sample a target probability distribution.19

This paper studies Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) with reflections on the boundary of a20

domain, providing an enhanced alternative to Hit-and-run (HAR) to sample a target distribution21

restricted to the polytope. We make three contributions. First, we provide a convergence bound,22

paving the way to more precise mixing time analysis. Second, we present a robust implementation23

based on multi-precision arithmetic – a mandatory ingredient to guarantee exact predicates and24

robust constructions. We however allow controlled failures to happen, introducing the Sweeten25

Exact Geometric Computing (SEGC) paradigm. Third, we use our HMC random walk to perform26

H-polytope volume calculations, using it as an alternative to HAR within the volume algorithm by27

Cousins and Vempala. The tests, conducted up to dimension 50, show that the HMC random walk28

outperforms HAR.29
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1 Introduction35

1.1 Polytope volume calculations and related problems36

Volume calculations. Computing the volume of a polytope – a bounded region of Rn37

defined by the intersection of a fixed set of half spaces (H-polytope) or the convex hull of38

vertices (V-polytope), is a classical problem in science and engineering. Complexity-wise,39

the problem is #-P hard irrespective of the representation of the polytope (H-polytope or40

V-polytope) [15]. This observation naturally calls for approximation algorithms [5, 28]41

delivering (ε, δ) approximations. Over the years, the complexity of volume calculation42

algorithms, measured by the number of calls to the oracle stating whether a point is inside43

the polytope, has been lowered from O?(n23) [16] to O?(n4) [24], and O?(n3) [12], the44
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latter for well rounded bodies. More recently, the complexity O?(hn2/3hnω−1) has been45

established [26], with h the number of hyperplanes and ω the matrix multiplication exponent.46

The reader is referred to [26] for the full history. Interestingly, recent volume calculation47

algorithms are of the multi-phase Monte-Carlo type, an iterative strategy where each step48

benefits from the progress made at the previous step. Sketchily, the volume calculation boils49

down to estimating ratios in a telescoping product, each ratio being the integral over the50

convex of functions carefully chosen according to a cooling schedule. In recent algorithms,51

exponential functions are used [12, 14]. We also note that recent work has focused on the52

reduction of the cooling schedule size, using statistical tests to bound the aforementioned53

successive ratios [10]. The complexity of the algorithm therefore depends on (i) the number54

of functions in the cooling schedule, (ii) the number of points sampled at each step, and (iii)55

the complexity of generating a sample according to the specified distribution.56

1.2 Sampling a target distribution in a bounded domain57

Volume calculations require an algorithm to sample a target distribution π in a bounded58

domain. We describe such algorithms, providing mixing times for the uniform distribution–for59

the sake of conciseness–from a warm start.60

General idea: MCMC. In non trivial cases, the default strategy is to build a Markov Chain61

leaving the target distribution π invariant. Under mild additional conditions, computing62

integrals of a function with respect to the target distribution can be approximated by63

averaging the function on the samples [7]. This method is called Markov Chain Monte Carlo64

(MCMC). The convergence of an MCMC schemed is usually assessed by mixing properties,65

e.g. based on how fast the Markov chains converges to its stationary distribution [27].66

Hit-and-run and ball walk. In the case of polytopes, two important Markov chains67

have been introduced in the literature: Hit and Run (HAR) [29, 31, 32, 22] and Ball68

Walk [30]. These two Markov chains uses different strategies to stay inside the polytope:69

ball walk samples within a ball and rejects points outside of the polytope, while Hit and70

Run only proposes inside the polytope–no rejection step needed. Furthermore, HAR is71

amenable to several optimizations [17, 18], including the choice of the random line used,72

and the calculation of the facet of the polytope intersected by a line. In the context of73

polytope volume computation, upper bound for the mixing times of the uniform distribution74

from a warm start exists: HAR mixes in O?(n3) steps while ball-walk mixes in O?(n2.5)75

steps [26, 32, 25].76

Hamiltonian Monte Carlo. An efficient sampler is Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) [6,77

39]. HMC relies on the measure preserving properties of hamiltonian flows on phase space78

to build a Markov Chain leaving π invariant. In a nutshell, a HMC works by adding a79

velocity/momentum and an HMC step involves three sub-steps which are (i) picking a random80

velocity p, (ii) following the Hamiltonian flow associated to H(q, p) = ∇ log π(q) + 1
2‖p‖

2 for81

a fixed time, and (iii) projecting down in position space. As seen from Hamilton’s equation,82

the fact that the gradient of the target density is used to twist the momentum p rather than83

the position q helps forcing the dynamical system to be glide across the typical set [6], which84

is useful to deal with concentration phenomena. HMC generally uses a Metropolis step when85

a numerical integration is required for the flow of the Hamiltonian. In our case, we bypass86

this difficulty by using analytical trajectories.87

Riemannian HMC. RHMC uses a Hamiltonian exploiting a metric defined on the domain88

of interest [20]. For polytopes, a metric based on the Hessian of the barrier function89

(φ(x) = −
∑
i=1,...,d log(aiTx− bi)) can be used to constrain the random walk (RW) within90
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the polytope [3]. This strategy has been used to sample polytopes and compute their91

volume [26], which yields O?(hn2/3) as mixing time in the context of polytope volume92

computation, with h the number of hyperplanes [26]. However, the Hessian of φ is ill-93

conditioned near barriers [41], and we are not aware of any implementation for polytope94

volume calculations.95

Dynamical billiard. Random walks in polytopes are also connected to billiards. In two96

dimensions, it has been proven that there is a Gδ dense subset of ergodic billiards in the set97

of all possible billiards [33]. For those billiards, Birkhoff theorem implies that almost every98

trajectory is uniformly distributed on the phase space of the polygone. While analogous99

properties are unknown for billiards in dimension n > 2 [4], it has been conjectured that100

billiard trajectories provide valuable building blocks for random walks sampling uniform101

distributions.102

Billiard walk and billiard HMC. A step of billiard walk consists of choosing a direction103

at random, and following the corresponding billiard trajectory for a fixed time. Properties104

of billiard trajectories, including their ability to escape from corners, have motivated the105

sampling algorithm from [37] for general n-dimensional domains, with the velocity refresh106

ensuring ergodicity. This work is however limited to uniform distributions. In the case of107

polytopes, billiard walk can be seen as a special case of HMC with reflections on boundaries [2],108

a strategy used in Bayesian statistics to restrict the state space. We prove the uniform109

ergodicity of billiard HMC (Thm 9, Sect. 2), and experimentally assess its efficiency for110

polytope volume estimation (Sections 3 and 4).111

1.3 Robustness issues and the SEGC paradigm112

It has long been known that geometric algorithms are prone to (almost) degenerate situations,113

which manifest even on the simplest expressions in 2D [23]. The design of robust geometric114

algorithms can be done in a general way using the Exact Geometric Computation paradigm115

[42], as it is done for example in the CGAL [1] software library. In order to do so, the CGAL116

kernel distinguishes between predicates and constructions. However, the EGC paradigm117

faces limitations of theoretical and practical nature. The former refer to the impossibility to118

provably determine the sign (positive, negative or zero) of some real functions in finite time119

in all cases. The latter relate to the added complexity which can cause the use of resources120

like processing time and memory space to hit limits.121

Without compromising on the robustness properties of the EGC paradigm, we simply allow122

controlled failures by allowing the sign functions to return a fourth possible value meaning I123

can’t compute. This generalization can practically be implemented using (C++) exception124

handling mechanisms. We name this extended paradigm Sweeten Exact Computing Paradigm125

(SEGC). And we refer to sweet arithmetics to qualify the kind of arithmetic functions libraries126

complying with it. In our implementation, we use the iRRAM C++ library [35], which provides127

iterative multiple precision computations for many real functions. This library does not fit128

into the original EGC paradigm definition, as the zero determination cannot be decided129

using algebraic separation bounds.130

1.4 Contributions131

This paper makes contributions touching upon random walks for MCMC algorithms, polytope132

volume calculations, and Hamiltonian Monte Carlo. More precisely:133

SoCG
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1. In section 2, we present a robust version of billiard HMC, and prove its uniform ergodicity134

for convex bodies.135

2. In section 3, we instantiate our random walk to sample distributions used for H-polytope136

volume calculations. Exploiting analytical expressions for HMC trajectories, we provide a137

robust implementation of the random walk based on multi-precision interval arithmetic.138

3. Finally, section 4 reports experiments comparing HAR and our random walk. The first139

test samples a target distribution. The second one embeds our random walk into the140

practical polytope volume calculation of Cousins and Vempala [13]. In both cases, we141

show superior performances over HAR, for dimension up to n = 50.142

It is important to note that Riemannian HMC [26] forces the random walk to stay within143

the domain of interest. This is achieved via a distorted metric based on the barrier function,144

which also yields ill conditioned numerics. We instead use billiard HMC, and control that145

the RW remains in the polytope using exact predicates based on multiprecision.146

Notations. To conform with previous work, the following notations are used in this paper:147

(i) ε: criterion used to assess the quality of the volume approximation [13]; (ii) ε: notation148

used for the total variation bound on the mixing time. See theorems 9 and 12. The total149

variation norm is denoted ‖ · ‖TV .150

Proofs and pseudo-code. The reader is referred to the appendix.151

2 Billiard Hamiltonian Monte Carlo152

Consider a bounded open set Q ⊂ Rn with piecewise smooth boundary and a target153

probability measure with density π : Rn → R≥0 such that π(x) = 0 for all x not in the154

closure Q of Q.155

2.1 Billiard HMC156

Denoting q(i) and p(i) the i-th coordinates of position and momentum respectively, recall157

Hamilton’s equations which state that the velocity field is orthogonal to the gradient of the158

Hamiltonian H:159

dq(i)

dt
= ∂H

∂p(i) ,
dp(i)

dt
= − ∂H

∂q(i) . (1)160

161

As with HMC, we define a potential energy U(q) = − log(π(q)) and the Hamiltonian162

H(q, p) = U(q) + 1
2‖p‖

2 but this time restricted to Γ = Q× Rn. We assume that π is the163

restriction to Q of positive smooth function defined on Rn and we use Φt the Hamiltonian164

flow. However, the trajectories of this flow are not included in Q even if the initial point (q, p)165

is in Q×Rn. For every q ∈ Q and every p ∈ Rn, we define T (q, p) as the largest T such that166

for all 0 ≤ t < T , Φt(q, p) ∈ Q. We also define T (q, p) = 0 when q is in the boundary of Q.167

Following [2] and [21, 37], we modify the flow by forcing reflections on the boundary of168

Q. This flow, illustrated on Fig. 1, is denoted as follow:169 {
Φ̃t : Q× Rn → Q× Rn

(q, p) 7→ Φ̃t(q, p) ≡ (Φ̃(q)
t (q, p), Φ̃(p)

t (q, p)).
(2)170

Note that the latter equation defines position and velocity upon applying the flow. However,171

as noted in [21, 37], this new flow might exhibit problematic trajectories: some of them172

might not be defined for all t because of singularities on the boundary, others might have173
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−nHi

Φ̃
(q)
tci

(q(0), p)

p(t+ci)

p(t−ci)

K
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Hk

Φ̃
(q)
tcj

(q(0), p)
Φ̃

(q)
tck

(q(0), p)
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(q(0), p) = q(1)

q(0)

Figure 1 One HMC step starting at q(0), with reflections of the HMC trajectory on
the boundary of the polytope K. The trajectory successively reflects on hyperplanes, before
stopping at q(nL). The normal to a facet is denoted nH .

huge number of reflections or even an infinite number of reflections in finite time. This does174

not happen in 2D [11, Section 2.4 ], but we are not aware of any proof when n > 2 or the175

trajectories are curved. Hence, we introduce the upper bound M > 0 for the maximum176

number of reflections, and cull problematic trajectories accordingly.177

I Remark 1. For q ∈ Q and any p, T (q, p) > 0 and Φ̃T (q,p)(q, p) is in the boundary of Q.178

I Remark 2. When q is in the boundary of Q and t > 0, Φ̃t(q, p) is only defined for the179

momenta p such that the open half-line with origin q and direction p, is included in Q in a180

neighborhood of q.181

Algorithm. Let M ∈ N∗ be the maximum number of reflections allowed. Given a point182

q(t) ∈ Q, the algorithm is as follow (Algorithm 1):183

Algorithm 1 Hamiltonian Monte Carlo with reflections
(Step 1) Choose the traveling time L ∼ unif(0, 1)
(Step 2) Pick the momentum p ∼ N (0, In)
(Step 3) If the flow Φ̃L(q(t), p) is defined and does not involve more than M reflections
between t = 0 and L, and if Φ̃L(q(t), p) ∈ Q

Take q(t+1) = Φ̃(q)
L (q(t), p)

Else, take q(t+1) = q(t)

For a fixed L > 0, steps from 2. and 3. define a Markov kernel Pπ,L. The full algorithm184

(steps from 1. to 3.) define a Markov kernel Pπ that can be expressed with Pπ,L.185

For L > 0, let ΓL be the largest subset of Γ where Φ̃L is defined; this set admits no186

more than M reflections, and the trajectory does not finish in a singularity (a point of the187

boundary where the normal is not defined) at time L. ΓL is open and therefore measurable.188

SoCG
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Let189

Φ̄(q, p) =
{

Φ̃L(q, p) if (q, p) ∈ ΓL
(q, p) if (q, p) /∈ ΓL

190

191
192

the application from Γ to Γ which corresponds to steps 3 and 4.193

I Remark 3. For any point (q, p) ∈ Γ, if L is small enough, (q, p) ∈ ΓL. However, if L is too194

large, ΓL could be empty.195

2.2 Measure invariance via detailed balance196

We recall the definition of detailed balance:197

I Definition 4 (detailed balance). A Markov chain P is said to satisfy detailed balance (or198

reversibility) with respect to the measure π if for every A and B measurable subsets,199 ∫
B

P (x,A)π(dx) =
∫
A

P (x,B)π(dx).200

To prove detailed balance for Pπ, we establish the following intermediate result:201

I Theorem 5. For a fixed time L, we consider the Markov kernel Pπ,L associated to steps 2202

and 3 of Algorithm 1. Then Pπ,L satisfies detailed balance with respect to π.203

From which one derives the invariance of Pπ:204

I Theorem 6. The Markov kernel Pπ associated to Algorithm 1 satisfies detailed balance205

with respect to π.206

It is well known that satisfying detailed balance implies the invariance of the measure.207

2.3 Convergence result208

Detailed balance ensures that the Markov kernel Pπ leaves π invariant, but it does not imply209

the convergence of Pnπ to π by itself, with Pnπ is n-times iterated of Pπ. In this section, we210

prove uniform ergodicity to get such a convergence result. This requires extra assumptions211

on Q.212

Definition 7 is taken from [40] with P is a Markov kernel. Practically, we will use P = Pπ.213

I Definition 7. A subset C ⊂ X is small (or, (n0, ε, ν)-small) if there exists a positive integer
n0, a real ε > 0, and a probability measure ν(.) on X such that the following minorisation
condition holds:

Pn0(x, .) ≥ εν(.) x ∈ C

i.e. Pn0(x,A) ≥ εν(A) for all x ∈ C and all measurable A ⊂ X214

Intuitively, the previous definition states that whatever the starting point x–whence the215

adjective small, the iterated kernels Pn0(x, .) cover a common measure ν(.). Note that the216

value of n0 is the number of steps needed to reach ν – and can be equal to one. The following217

theorem provides a sufficient condition for Q to be small with respect to Pπ:218

I Lemma 8. If Q if convex and the gradient of the potential energy ∇U is bounded on Q,219

then Q is small for Pπ.220
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The ergodicity of Pπ follows from the above Lemma 8, applied to Theorem 8 from [40]:221

I Theorem 9. If Q if convex and the gradient of the potential energy ∇U is bounded on Q,222

then Pπ is uniformly ergodic, that is, for all x ∈ Q:223

‖Pnπ (x, .)− π(.)‖TV ≤ (1− ε)bn/n0c (3)224

3 Application: computing the volume of a polytope225

We now specialize Algorithm 1 and use it as a building block for polytope volume calculation226

from [13]. The general domain Q of Sect. 2 is now the polytope K.227

3.1 Volume algorithm228

Consider a polytope defined in matrix form by Ax ≤ b. The algorithm used in [13] computes229

the volume of such a polytope with target relative error ε. The principle is a multi-phase230

Monte Carlo computation, which splits the calculation into m steps. Let {f0, . . . , fm−1}231

be m isotropic Gaussian distributions i.e. fi(x) = exp(−‖x‖2/(2σ2
i )) with σi = 1/

√
2ai, or232

equivalently fi(x) = exp(−ai‖x‖2), such that the first one is highly concentrated around a233

point deep inside the convex, and the last one is an almost flat distribution. The volume234

calculation reduces to computing the telescoping product235

Vol(K) =
∫
K

f0(x)dx
∫
K
f1(x)dx∫

K
f0(x)dx

. . .

∫
K
dx∫

K
fm−1(x)dx

≡
∫
K

f0(x)dx
∏

i=1,...,m
Ri (4)236

Each of these ratio are estimated using Monte-Carlo integration with respect to the density237

πi(x) = fi(x)∫
K
fi(y)dy

1K(x) (5)238

via importance sampling. The method then uses as core block an algorithm sampling the239

previous distribution, usually using HAR. In our case, HMC with reflections will be used240

instead. For X1, ..., Xk consecutive points given by the random walk, the Monte-Carlo241

estimation Rki is given by:242

R
(k)
i = 1

k

k∑
j=1

fi(Xj)
fi−1(Xj)

. (6)243

The following stop criterion is introduced in [13]. Let ε′ = ε/
√
m; this is the relative ratio244

error allocated for each ratio Ri estimation. Consider a sliding window of sizeW (= 4n2 +500).245

When W consecutive estimated ratios R(k−W+1)
i , ..., R

(k)
i are within ε′/2, the convergence246

for Ri is declared.247

3.2 HMC algorithm248

Our HMC specialization has analytical trajectories – see also [36], whose intersection with249

the polytope have simple expressions.250

Analytical trajectories. We build an HMC sampler for πi(x) from Eq. 5. Let U(q) =251

log(exp(−ai||q||2)) = −ai||q||2 and H(q, p) = U(q) + 1/2‖p‖2. Note that the normalization252

constant 1∫
K
fi(y)dy

was discarded because it does not change the trajectory (its gradient253

SoCG
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is 0). Rewriting the dynamical system associated to this Hamiltonian yields the following254

differential equations:255

d2qj
dt2

(t) = −2aiqj(t) for j ≤ n. (7)256

Each coordinate is independent and has a solution of the form257

qj(t) = Cj cos(wt+ φj) (8)258
259

With Cj , w, φj ∈ R. The parameter Φj satisfies the following 2 equations:260

cos(φj) = qj(0)
Cj

, sin(φj) = −pj(0)
ωCj

. (9)261

Thus we deduce:262 
ω =

√
2ai

Cj =
√
qj(0)2 + pj(0)2/w2

φj = arctan
(
− pj(0)
qj(0)ω

)
+ 1{qj(0)<0}π

(10)263

264

Note that these equations are the same for any choice of coordinates as long as the basis is265

orthonormal–an observation exploited below.266

Collision with convex boundary. To restrict the sampling algorithm to the convex267

K, trajectories should reflect on the boundary of K. The convex K is defined by a set of268

hyperplanes. Hence, we need to compute the intersection time of a trajectory with each269

hyperplane and take the smallest time. Thankfully, there is an analytical expression. The270

hyperplanes are defined by a matrix A and a vector b, and hyperplane i is defined by the271

equation (Ax)i = bi.272

To compute the collision time with an hyperplane H, we make the following remark: let273

nH be the normal of the hyperplane. We can complete nH to an orthonormal basis. In this274

basis, the collision time depends only on what happens for the coordinate on nH . Consider275

qnH (t) =< q(t), nh > and pnH (t) =< p(t), nH > the coordinates along the normal of the276

hyperplane. Let ωnH ,CnH and φnH be the parameters of the trajectory along direction nH .277

Finding the intersection times is equivalent to solving the equation for t:278

CnH cos(ωnH t+ φnH ) = bi (11)279

We deduce that if |CnH | < bi, there is no solution, and else, the following times are solution:280 {
t1 = (arccos(bi/CnH )− φnH ) /ωnH .
t2 = (− arccos(bi/CnH )− φnH ) /ωnH .

(12)281

282

One solution corresponds to the entry into K, while the other corresponds to the exit out of283

K. We select the exit trajectory via a dot product between the velocity at t1 and t2 and the284

outward normal nH . In the sequel, the corresponding value is denoted tc for time of collision.285

3.3 Travel time choice with respect to ai286

Algorithm 1 can be slightly generalized by choosing a travel time L uniformly in [0, Lmax]287

instead of [0, 1]. We propose here a strategy to chose Lmax with respect to the parameter ai288

of the Gaussian sampled (σi = 1/
√

2ai).289
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We distinguish two main cases here. First, if ai is large, then the probability measure is290

concentrated in a neighborhood of 0, and the trajectories will seldom hit the boundaries and291

the strategy is largely unaffected by the convex. Second, if ai is close to 0, the distribution is292

close the uniform distribution of the convex.293

Case 1. If ai is large, we consider qj(t) a solution of the dynamical system 7 and we
introduce space-time rescaling for the trajectory:

q̄j(t) =
√
aiqj(t/

√
ai).

It satisfies Eq. 7 with ai = 1:
d2q̄j
dt2

(t) = q̄j(t)

with initial condition294

dq̄j
dt

(0) = dqj
dt

(0) ∼ N (0, 1). (13)295

It follows that in the absence of convex boundaries, the rescaled process q̄ is sampling the296

distribution associated to ai = 1, i.e. the standard normal distribution. Therefore, any297

sensible value for Lmax(1) taken for ai = 1 should be scaled as Lmax(ai) = Lmax(1)/√ai.298

Case 2. When ai goes to 0, the previous strategy leads Laimax →∞. We argue that in this299

case, the trajectories converges to billiard trajectories with reflections on the boundary and300

that the optimal Lmax should be therefore close to the optimal Lmax for ai = 0.301

Values used in experiments. We chose the following Lmax:302 {
Lmax(ai) = 1/√ai if ai > 1

= 1 if ai ≤ 1
(14)303

I Remark 10. Further work is required to incorporate into Eq. 14 parameters depending on304

the geometry and scaling of the polytope. To the best of our knowledge, the optimal value305

for Lmax for billiard trajectories is not known.306

3.4 HMC implementation based on interval arithmetic307

3.4.1 Robustness issues308

The algorithm as stated before is prone to numerical rounding errors. As a particular309

case, one may consider the situation where rounding errors would be such that the point310

computed on the HMC trajectory would be outside the convex. More generally, all geometric311

constructions and geometric predicates on them potentially raise robustness issues – see list312

in section 3.4.3.313

As discussed in Introduction, we guarantee robustness using the SEGC paradigm. More314

specifically, recall that efficient arithmetic operations usually combine two ingredients: first,315

an interval representation of the numbers, as non overlapping intervals yield exact predicates;316

second, an arbitrary precision representation of the interval bounds, as precision can be317

increased so as to yield exact predicates and constructions of controlled accuracy. In the318

sequel, we use the iRRAM library which provides these two ingredients [35].319

For the sake of clarity, all functions for which the iRRAM library plays a key role are320

highlighted in blue.321
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3.4.2 iRRAM and used features322

We represent points as n-dimensional points whose coordinates are of the iRRAM number type.323

In iRRAM, a real number is represented by two types of data: firstly a symbolic representation324

memorizing the way it was defined (type of function and pointers to the operands), and325

secondly a numeric approximation using an interval with rational endpoints guaranteed to326

enclose the exact real value. The accuracy of the latter interval can be increased if needed,327

by recomputing it using recursively increased precision of the operands intervals that defines328

it. Therefore, the iRRAM encoding qiRRAM(t) of the position q(t) of the HMC trajectory is329

numerically represented by a n-dimensional box certified to contain the exact real position.330

Two specific operations of iRRAM may trigger numerical refinement:331

operator x < y: predicate answering the < comparison operator. If the interval repres-332

entations of x and y overlap, these intervals are automatically refined, a feature called333

precision refinement thereafter.334

Near_inf_double(iRRAM x) : returns the nearest double < the iRRAM number x.335

3.4.3 Robust operations336

Our robust implementation calls for the following operations (i) Computing the trajectory337

parameters – Eq. 10, (ii) Finding the exit intersection time – Eq. 12, (iii) Finding the338

smallest exit intersection time amongst all hyperplanes, and (iv) Evolving the trajectory. In339

the sequel, we detail these operations, and refer the reader to the SI section B; in particular,340

algorithm 3 refines Algorithm 1 based on these robust primitives.341

Trajectory parameters. Following Eq. 10, we construct the numbers Cj , w and φj as342

iRRAM number types. See Algorithm 4.343

Exit intersection time tc with one hyperplane. Intersecting the trajectory with344

a hyperplane yields two solutions (Eq. 12) respectively exiting and entering the convex.345

The collision time tc corresponds to the former. Assuming that the normal vector to the346

hyperplane is oriented outwards, the value tc is such that < p(tc), nH >> 0. The evaluation347

of this predicate triggers a precision refinement if needed.348

Smallest exit intersection time. Since the boundary of K involves several hyperplanes,349

the nearest one, which corresponds to the smallest exit time, must be determined. To do350

so, we first construct the intersection time tci with respect to each hyperplane. Then we351

compute tc = mini tci .352

This calculation is tantamount to sorting the individual intersection times, which in353

turn requires the comparison operator <. iRRAM provides such an operator, which triggers354

precision refinement if needed. See Algorithm 5.355

I Remark 11. We note that in case the trajectory would hit a face of dimension < d − 1,356

an equality between exit times occurs. The absence of separation bound in iRRAM does not357

allow us to handle such cases, and an infinite refinement loop is entered. However, for each358

starting point, the measure of velocities leading to such sets is null. Practically, such a case359

was never faced–as expected.360

The Is_strictly_in_convex(q) predicate. To constrain the trajectory within the361

convex, we resort to a predicate telling whether a given position q belongs to the interior362

Ko of K. This predicate, denoted Is_strictly_in_convex(iRRAM_point_d p), checks363

< op, n > < bi holds for every hyperplane, and triggers the iRRAM refinement if needed so.364

(Nb: < ·, · > stands for the dot product of two vectors.)365
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Performing one HMC step. Equipped with the previous operations, our robust366

implementation – Algorithm 3, hinges on two operations:367

Calling the predicate Is_strictly_in_convex(q(t<c )). Recall that in iRRAM, a n-dimensional368

point is represented as a box. This is in particular the case for the collision points with369

the hyperplanes, and for the final point returned. To ensure that all such points are370

strictly within the convex, we call the aforementioned Is_strictly_in_convex() .371

Computing the nearest inferior double t<c = Near_inf_double(tc). The intersection372

point between the trajectory and a hyperplane is defined analytically – Eq. 12. The373

iRRAM representation of the collision time is an interval certified to contain the exact374

solution, and the corresponding n-dimensional point qiRRAM(t<c ) is represented as a box.375

We note that the box qiRRAM(t<c ) intersects the interior Ko of the convex K. Indeed:376

the exact collision point q(tc) lies on its defining hyperplane i.e. q(tc) ∈ Hi377

by definition of t<c , the exact embedding q(t<c ) satisfies q(t<c ) ∈ Ko
378

the iRRAM box qiRRAM(t<c ) corresponding to t<c intersects Ko since

qiRRAM(t<c ) 3 q(t<c ) ∈ Ko

3.5 Cube: HMC mixing time is O(log n)379

We make a small digression in the case of the cube. It turns out that in this special case, the380

mixing time of the HMC random walk is O(logn) with n the dimension, and the average381

complexity per step (the average number of calls to the oracle per step) is linear with the382

dimension. We assume without any loss of generality that the cube is [0, 1]n. Rigorously:383

I Theorem 12. Let P (n)
k the distribution after k steps in dimension n and gn an isotropic384

Gaussian of parameter ai restricted to [0, 1]n. Then there exists 0 < ρ < 1 such that for every385

ε > 0, every n > 1 and every x ∈ Rn, we have for k ≥ (logn− log ε)/(log 1/ρ):386

‖P (n)
k (x, .)− gn‖TV ≤ ε. (15)387

Furthermore, the average number of reflections per step is O(n).388

4 Experiments389

4.1 Implementation and code availability390

Implementation. The implementation of our algorithm for the particular case of a391

convex polytope Q = K is provided in the Structural Bioinformatics Library (SBL, http:392

//sbl.inria.fr), a state-of-the-art environment targeting molecular simulation at large393

[9]. The corresponding package, Hamiltonian_Monte_Carlo is ascribed to the Core /394

Geometry-Topology component of the library. The user manual of the package, as well395

as a jupyter notebook illustrating the main functionalities, can be accessed from https:396

//sbl.inria.fr/doc/Hamiltonian_Monte_Carlo-user-manual.html.397

Robustness. As explained in section 3.4.2, the main number type used to ensure robustness398

is the iRRAM number type. However, for the particular case of a polytope, we also need399

to check that the starting point belongs to the interior of K. (For a starting point on the400

boundary, one would have to check that the initial velocity is such that the trajectory enters401

the interior of the convex.) Since iRRAM does not have separation bounds to decide equality402

to zero to perform this initial check, we instantiate the predicate Is_strictly_in_convex403

using the number type CGAL::Lazy_exact_nt<CGAL::Quotient<CGAL::MP_Float» [19].404
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σ = 1 σ = 0.01

Figure 2 Using HMC to sample a Gaussian of standard deviation σ restricted to the
cube [−1, 1]3 and the standard simplex. In all cases, N = 10, 000 samples. (Color gradient
defined w.r.t. a coordinate value.)

Having started strictly inside the convex, with respect to the SEGC paradigm (Sec. 1.3),405

we never faced a situation I can’t compute.406

We also stress in passing that from dimension 10 onward, repeated runs using doubles407

systematically yield a significant fraction of points outside the convex, leading to crashes.408

Volume calculations. As described in section 3, we also embed our random walk in the409

framework of [13]. We reuse the MATLAB code provided by [13] and adapt it so as to call410

our HMC random walk instead of the usual HAR random walk. Also following [13], we use411

HAR (rather than ball walk) as contender.412

4.2 Illustrations of the HMC random walk413

Our first illustration features samples generated by HMC for the cube [−1, 1]3 and the414

standard simplex
∑
xi ≤ 1 in dimension three. Varying the parameter σ rapidly yields415

concentrated samples (Fig. 2). Our second illustration shows the ability of the algorithm to416

escape corners. As opposed to HAR, HMC yields an almost uniform distribution after 10417

steps even when the dimension increases (Fig. 3).418
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Figure 3 HMC for the cube [−1, 1]n: ability to escape corners, and comparison to
Hit-and-run. A nearly flat isotropic Gaussian distribution was used to approach the uniform
distribution (σ =

√
500). For n > 3, the plot displays projections onto the first two coordinates.

Simulations were started from a corner (q(0)
i = 0.9). Samples generated after 10 steps of HAR or

HMC, repeated 500 times – whence 500 samples.

4.3 Analysis419

4.3.1 Volume computation420

We study the complexity (i.e. the number of calls to the oracle) with respect to the dimension.421

The MATLAB implementation of the volume computation algorithm from [13] introduced422

the stop criterion of Eq. 6. Intuitively, the sliding window size W should be at least as423

large as the mixing time of the chosen random walk. In the case of HAR, the mixing time424

increases with the dimension, hence the value of W chosen by [13] depends on the dimension:425

W = 500 + 4n2. However, in the HMC case, we hope for a smaller mixing time and especially426

a smaller growth rate with respect to the dimension. Therefore, the growth rate of W used427

in [13] might be too large and impede the convergence speed for HMC. For that reason, we428

modified the MATLAB code to allow for different W .429

Statistics. We collect the following statistics:430

the relative error of the estimated V :431

| V −Vol(K) | /Vol(K). (16)432

Number of sampled points for a single volume computation.433

Complexity, i.e. the number of calls to the oracle. For HAR, this is equal to the number434

of sampled points. For HMC, it takes the number of reflections into account.435

For HMC, the average number of calls to the oracle per point sampled.436

Parameters used. The parameters are as follows:437

Window size. Our experiments cover the following cases:438

dimension independent: W = 10, 30.439

dimension dependent: W = 30 + 4
√
n, 30 + 4n, 30 + 4n1.5, 30 + 4n2.440

Target error ε = 0.1 – see Section 3.1 and [13].441
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Experiments. The overall goal of the experiments is to determine an empirical growth rate442

of the complexity with respect to the dimension for the algorithm with HMC and compare443

with HAR. Since the correct value of W is unknown, we proceed in two steps: first, we plot444

the error and complexity for dimensions 10...50 with different stopping criterion W ; second,445

we select suitable values for W and use them to estimate the complexity with the dimension.446

4.3.2 Models447

We study polytopes featuring prototypical difficulties. First, we choose the cube, which is448

difficult for HAR. Second, we choose the simplex, as it has sharp angles. For the comparison449

with HAR, we take the isotropic simplex since it is already rounded. However for the travel450

time experiment, we take the standard simplex for the simplicity of its geometric features451

(diameter of the circumscribed and inscribed spheres).452

4.3.3 Running times453

We choose to study complexities instead of runninng times, as these are independent from454

the random walk implementations. However, as an indication, volume calculations for d ≤ 50455

took less than 10 seconds on a laptop computer.456

4.4 Tests on volume calculations457

4.4.1 Complexity analysis – stopping criterion458

We ran the volume computation 50 times for each dimension using different values for W .459

Recall that the mixing time of HMC for the cube is O(log(n)) – Sec. 3.5. Intuitively, the460

window size W is related to the mixing time of the random walk. Hence we expect that461

using W = cst for HMC on the cube would lead to a very slow growth of the error with the462

dimension. Since the maximum dimension is 50 and log(50) ≈ 1.7, we do not expect to see463

the effect of the log with our dimension range. In addition, we expect super logarithmic464

values of W to yield a relative error decrease when the dimension increases.465

Since the algorithm is targeting a relative error ε, we wish to identify values of W yielding466

a constant relative error whatever the dimension. With that in mind, for HMC, we expect467

to eliminate values of W for which the error would decrease with the dimension. On the468

contrary, for HAR, we expect to eliminate values of W for which the error increases with the469

dimension, since W might not grow as fast as the mixing time. We test both the cube (Fig.470

4) – a model for which HMC is well understood, and the isotropic simplex (Fig. 5).471

Experimental result: requirement for the values of W. As expected, the error472

explodes for HAR when W is too small, so that plausible values for W are W = 30 + 4n1.5
473

andW = 30+4n2. For HMC, the error clearly decreases forW = 30+4n1.5 andW = 30+4n2,474

but we cannot firmly discard any other W since no clear increase or decrease is apparent. For475

the cube, we expected an error decrease for any super logarithmic value of W . We conjecture476

that we cannot see the decrease in relative error because of a too small dimension range.477

Experimental result: complexity scaling. To study the complexity (# calls to the478

oracle), we perform a linear regression on the complexity curves (Figs. 4, 5, bottom plots),479

obtaining correlation coefficients ≥ 0.997 (Table 1). This extra complexity lowers the mixing480

time and hence the value of W , leading to an overall smaller complexity for HMC. This481

increased complexity is compensated by a shorter mixing time, which makes it possible482
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Figure 4 Cube: relative errors (top) and number of calls to the oracle(bottom) for
volume computation. All quantities are averaged over 50 runs. Note that a relative error ∼ 1
corresponds to a gross underestimation of the volume (Eq. 16).

to reduce the size W of the window and obtain better overall complexity for HMC. The483

complexity scaling (cube, simplex) for both HMC and HAR is provided in Table 1.484

5 Conclusion485

To compute the volume of high dimensional polytopes, this paper exploits a novel strategy486

based on billiard Hamiltonian Monte Carlo. This strategy exploits the ability of billiard walks487

to escape corners, and the simple analytical expression of the Hamiltonian makes a robust488

but fallible implementation based on our SEGC paradigm possible and effective, as shown489

by experiments on polytope volume calculations using the iRRAM and CGAL libraries.490

On the theoretical side, our work leaves stimulating questions open, two of which are of491

prominent importance. The first one is the choice of the optimal travel time required to492

sample a convex uniformly, which would ideally be determined at runtime for each convex.493

The second one is the analysis of the incidence of reflections on the mixing time, so as to494

quantify the speed at which reflections decorrelate successive points.495

Our work also prompts a connection with statistical physics, for the calculation of496

density of states (DoS), which measure the volume in phase space of the pre-image of an497

energy stratum. DoS are central to compute partition functions, whence all thermodynamic498

quantities. We anticipate that billiard on level set surfaces bounding strata will prove499

beneficial, with a potential impact in statistical physics at large.500
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Figure 5 Iso simplex: relative errors (top) and number of calls to the oracle (bottom)
for volume computation. All quantities are averaged over 50 runs. Note that a relative error
∼ 1 corresponds to a gross underestimation of the volume (Eq. 16).

Window size Complexity
HMC HAR

Cube Iso Simplex Cube Iso Simplex
W = 10 O(n1.27) O(n1.33) O(n0.60) O(n0.1)
W = 30 O(n1.25) O(n1.36) O(n0.64) O(n0.64)

W = 30 + 4n0.5 O(n1.39) O(n1.54) O(n0.86) O(n0.90)
W = 30 + 4n1 O(n1.77) O(n1.95) O(n1.54) O(n1.51)
W = 30 + 4n1.5 O(n2.17) O(n2.36) O(n2.08) O(n2.11)
W = 30 + 4n2 O(n2.54) O(n2.71) O(n2.46) O(n2.50)

Table 1 Scaling of the complexity with the dimension, computed using the same
data as Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Plausible values of W for each algorithm are highlighted in yellow.
Exponents for the complexity growth rates were obtained with a linear regression on the complexity
curves of Figs. 4, 5 – see main text.
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A Proofs597

A.1 Lemmas for Thm. 6598

Let A and B be measurable subsets of Q. Then let

AB = {(q, p) ∈ ΓL|q ∈ A, Φ̄(q, p) ∈ B × Rn}

be the subset of Γ of all positions in A with momenta that brings them in B after time L.599

Similarly, we define on Γ600

Ψ(q, p) = (Φ̄(q)(q, p),−Φ̄(p)(q, p)). (17)601

I Lemma 13. The maps Φ̄ and Ψ preserve the Lebesgue measure on ΓL. ie for every A ⊂ ΓL602

measurable, λ(Φ̄−1(A)) = λ(A)603

Lemma 13. Clearly it is enough to prove that Φ̃t preserves the Lebesgue measure. In [2], it604

is proved that for a fixed step size, the Euler method for numerical integration applied to the605

Hamiltonian flow with reflections, gives rise to a flow that preserves the Lebesgue measure.606

Letting the step size going to zero, we see that Φ̃t is the pointwise limit of transformations that607

preserves the Lebesgue measure which implies that Φ̃t preserve the Lebesgue measure. J608

I Lemma 14. 1. Ψ(ΓL) ⊂ ΓL609

2. Ψ ◦Ψ = I on ΓL610

3. For any measurable sets A and B of Rn,

BA = Ψ(AB)

4. H(Ψ(q, p)) = H(q, p) for all (q, p) ∈ Γ.611

Lemma 14. 1. and 2. are simple consequences of the reversibility of the Hamiltonian flow612

with reflections.613

3. Let A and B be measurable sets of Rn.614

Ψq(AB) ⊂ B and Ψ(Ψ(AB)) = AB thus Ψ(AB) ⊂ BA.615

By symmetry, Ψ(BA) ⊂ AB. Hence by composing with Ψ: Ψ(Ψ(BA)) ⊂ Ψ(AB). Using 2.,616

we deduce BA ⊂ Ψ(AB).617

4. is clear.618

J619

Thm. 5. Let A and B be measurable sets of Rn. The left hand side of the detailed balance620

equation becomes621 ∫
A

Pπ,L(q,B)dπ(q) =
∫
A

Pπ,L(q,B) exp(−U(q))dq622

=
∫
A

[ ∫
{p|(q,p)∈ΓL,Φ̄(q)(q,p)∈B}

exp(−‖p‖2)dp623

+
∫
{p|(q,p)/∈ΓL,Φ̄(q)(q,p)∈B}

exp(−‖p‖2)dp
]

exp(−U(q))dq624

=
∫
AB

exp(−H(q, p))dqdp+
∫
A

∫
{p|(q,p)/∈ΓL}

1B(q) exp(−H(q, p))dqdp625

=
∫
AB

exp(−H(q, p))dqdp+
∫
A∩B

∫
{p|(q,p)/∈ΓL}

exp(−H(q, p))dqdp.626
627
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By symmetry:∫
B

Pπ,L(q,A)dπ(q) =
∫
BA

exp(−H(q, p))dqdp+
∫
A∩B

∫
{p|(q,p)/∈ΓL}

exp(−H(q, p))dqdp

Using lemma 14 and the measure conservation of lemma 13 we obtain:628 ∫
AB

exp(−H(q, p))dqdp =
∫

Ψ(BA)
exp(−H(q, p))dqdp629

=
∫
BA

exp(−H(Ψ(q, p)))dqdp630

=
∫
BA

exp(−H(q, p))dqdp631

632

Which concludes the proof. J633

A.2 Proof of Lemma 8634

I Lemma 15. Let Q be an open convex subset in Rn that contains the ball B(0, 2ρ), let x be635

a point in Q and let v be in B(0, ρ)− x. Let f : Rn → Rn be a continuous and bounded map.636

Suppose that (x(t), v(t)) ∈ R2n is the solution of the Cauchy problem637

x(0) = x638

v(0) = v639

x′(t) = v(t)640

v′(t) = af(t)641
642

where a is a real number. If |a| ≤ ρ
‖f‖∞ then for all t ∈ [0, 1], x(t) is in the convex hull of x643

and of the ball B(0, 2ρ) and therefore in Q.644

Lemma. 15. Suppose |a| ≤ ρ
‖f‖∞ . By the mean value theorem, v(t) = v + w(t) where645

‖w(t)‖ ≤ |a|‖f‖∞t ≤ ρt for t ≥ 0. The derivative of function y(t) = x(t) − vt is w(t),646

therefore by the mean value theorem, y(t) = y(0) + tz(t) where ‖z(t)‖ ≤ ρt/2. Therefore for647

all t ∈ [0, 1],648

x(t) = y(t) + vt649

= (1− t)x+ t((v + x) + z(t))650
651

is in the convex hull of x and of the ball B(0, 2ρ). J652

I Lemma 16. Let B be an open ball in Rn and let ϕ : B → Rn be a differentiable map. If653

for each x in B, ‖dϕ(x)− Id‖ < 1, then ϕ is a diffeomorphism.654

Lemma 16. The only thing to prove is that ϕ is one to one. Let x 6= y be two points in655

B. Consider the map f : t ∈ [0, ‖y − x‖]→ ϕ(x+ tu) · u where u = y−x
‖y−x‖ . Using Schwarz656

inequality and the assumption we obtain657

f ′(t) = dϕ(x+ tu)(u) · u658

= Id(u) · u+ (dϕ(x+ tu)− Id)(u) · u659

≥ 1− ‖dϕ(x+ tu)− Id‖‖u‖‖u‖660

> 0.661
662

It follows that f(‖y − x‖) > f(0). Now f(0) = ϕ(x) · u and f(‖y − x‖) = ϕ(y) · u, hence663

ϕ(x) 6= ϕ(y). J664
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I Lemma 17. Let B = B(0, r) be a closed ball in Rn of center 0 and radius r > 0 and let665

ϕ : B → Rn be a one to one continuous map. If for all x in B, d(x, ϕ(x)) ≤ r/4 then ϕ(B)666

contains the ball B(0, r/2).667

Lemma 17. By Jordan-Brouwer Theorem, the complement in Rn of the image Σ of the668

sphere S = ∂B has exactly two connected components C1 and C2, one which is bounded,669

say C1, and one which is not. By assumption the open ball
◦
B(O, r/2) doesn’t intersect Σ,670

hence is included in C1 or C2.671

The image E = ϕ(
◦
B) of the interior of the ball B is included in Ci, one of the two672

connected components of Rn \ Σ. On the one hand, by Jordan-Brouwer invariance of the673

domain theorem, E is open. On the other hand, E = ϕ(B) ∩ Ci and since ϕ(B) is compact,674

Ci \ E is open. Now Ci is connected, hence E or Ci \ E is empty. Therefore E = Ci.675

Since ϕ(B) is compact, E is bounded, and therefore E = Ci = C1. Moreover, by676

assumption, ϕ(0) ∈ Bo(0, r/2) ∩ E which implies that Bo(0, r/2) ⊂ E. J677

Lemma 8. We assume without any loss of generality that 0 ∈ Q.678

Let q(1), q(2) ∈ Q. One way to get a trajectory going from the point q(1) to a point very679

close to q(2), is to select a very high momentum pα = 1
α (q(2) − q(1)) and a short time tα = α680

with α > 0. When α→ 0, the potential energy term U of the Hamiltonian becomes less and681

less relevant, thus the trajectory converges to a straight line and limα→0 Φqtα(q(1), pα) = q(2).682

This intuition is formalized using the scaled variables683 {
q̃(t) = q(αt)
p̃(t) = αp(αt).

(18)684

685

The equation of motion becomes:686

dq̃

dt
(t) = p̃(t) (19)687

dp̃

dt
(t) = α2∇qU(q̃(t)). (20)688

689

which defines a flow φ(α, t, q, p). It should be noted that φ(−α, t, q, p) = φ(α, t, q, p) for every690

α, t, q, p and that φ is correctly defined for α = 0. In this case, it is easy to see that:691

φ(0, t, q, p) = q + pt. (21)692

As π is the restriction of a positive smooth function, φ is defined for every (α, t, q, p) ∈693

[−1, 1]× R+ × Rn × Rn.694

Furthermore, α2∇qU is smooth. Hence, using the differentiability of the solutions of695

differential equations on parameters and initial conditions (see [8]), we see that φ is C2 on696

]− 1, 1[×Q× R+ × Rn.697

Since Q is open, there exists ρ > 0 such that B(0, 2ρ) ⊂ Q. Let ν be the measure on Q698

which is the Lebesgue measure on B(0, ρ/2) and zero outside the ball B(0, ρ/2).699

Our aim is to show that there exists ε > 0 such that for every q ∈ Q, Pπ(q, .) ≥ εν(.).700

Note that we would only need that Pn0
π (q, .) ≥ εν(.) for some n0, but since Q is convex we701

will be able to take n0 = 1.702

The density of the probability measure associated with momenta is exp(−1/2‖p‖2), and703

taking into account the rescaling of the momenta, we define the probability density704

γ(p) = α exp(−1
2‖

1
α
p‖2). (22)705
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Q is bounded, hence there exists ε > 0 such that for every (q, p) ∈ {(q, p)|q ∈ Q, p ∈ B(−q, ρ)},

γ(p) > ε

Let
A = {(α, t, q, p) : |α| ≤ 1/2, t ∈ [1/2, 3/2], q ∈ Q̄, p ∈ B(−q, ρ)}.

A is compact, hence the first and second order derivatives of φ are bounded on A. Thus706

there exists Z > 0 such that for every (α, t, q, p) ∈ A,707

‖φq(α, t, q, p)− φq(0, 1, q, p)‖ ≤ (α+ |t− 1|)Z (23)708

and709

‖dpφq(α, t, q, p)− dvφq(0, 1, q, p)‖ ≤ (α+ |t− 1|)Z. (24)710

Using equation 21, the two above inequalities are equivalent to711

‖φq(α, t, q, p)− (q + p)‖ ≤ (α+ |t− 1|)Z (25)712

and713

‖dpφq(α, t, q, p)− IdRn‖ ≤ (α+ |t− 1|)Z (26)714

The determinant is continuous, so there exists 0 < β < 1 such that ‖dpφq(α, t, q, p)−IdRn‖ <715

β implies716

1/2 < |dpφ(α, t, q, p)| < 2. (27)717

Finally, using Lemma 15 together with the fact that ∇U is bounded, we deduce that there718

exists α0 > 0 such that for every 0 < α ≤ α0 and every q ∈ Q and p ∈ B(−q, ρ), the719

trajectory φq(α, t, q, p) for t ≤ 1 stays in Q. It follows that φ and Φ coincide, for there is no720

reflection.721

Let α = min( ρ
4Z ,

1
2Z ,

β
2Z , α0) > 0. Let any t ∈ [1 − β

2Z , 1] and q be in Q. By lemma 16722

below, the map723

f : p→ φq(α, t, q, p)724

is a C1 diffeomorphism from B(−q, ρ) to V = φq(α, t, q, B(−q, ρ)) and by Lemma 17 (applied725

to f translated by −q), B(0, ρ/2) ⊂ V . Furthermore, equation 27 implies that for every726

q′ ∈ V727

|df−1(q′)| > 1/2. (28)728

Hence, the push forward measure ξ of ν by f is non zero on B(0, ρ/2), and has a density729

ξ(q′) = ν(f−1(q′))|df−1(q′)| ≥ ε/2 (29)730

on B(0, ρ/2). Hence, under the condition that the travel time t is in [1− β
2Z , 1], we get the

following transition probability:

P (q, .|t ∈ [1− β

2Z , 1]) ≥ ε

2ν(.)

For the random walk, t is sampled uniformly in [0, 1], hence

P (q, .) ≥ ε

2
β

2Z ν(.)

which concludes the proof. J731

I Remark 18. The previous proof uses n0 = 1. We believe it should be possible to extend732

the proof to non convex Q by taking n0 > 1, and some extra regularity assumptions on Q.733
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A.3 Mixing time for the cube734

Lemma 12. We consider the canonical basis of Rn. As shown before in Eq. (8), the trajectory735

coordinates associated to the Gaussian are all independent from each other. Furthermore,736

when a reflection with a boundary occurs, it means that one of the coordinates reached 0737

or 1. The reflection simply switches the sign of the momentum for this coordinate, leaving738

other coordinates unchanged. Finally, the initial momentum vector is sampled according to739

p(0) ∼ N (0, In), therefore each coordinate of p(0) is sampled from an independent Gaussian740

N (0, 1) in R.741

Hence we conclude that each coordinate has the behavior of a 1-dimensional HMC random742

walk sampling a 1-dimensional Gaussian, all independent from each other.743

Let us consider the 1-dimensional random walk for a given Gaussian. We write Pk(x, .)
the distribution after k steps starting from x ∈ [0, 1], and g the probability density associated
with the restriction of the Gaussian to [0, 1]. Using theorem 9 combined with theorem 8 for
the 1-D Gaussian restricted to [0, 1], we deduce that there exists 0 < ρ < 1 such that for all
x ∈ [0, 1],

‖Pk(x, .)− g‖TV ≤ ρk.
Observe that writing P (n)

k the distribution after k steps in dimension n and gn the Gaussian744

restricted to [0, 1]n, we have745 {
P

(n)
k (x, y) = Pk(x1, y1)P (n−1)

k ((x2, ..., xn), (y2, ..., yn)),
gn(x) = g(x1)gn−1((x2, ..., xn))

(30)746

The total variation distance can be written as747

‖P (n)
k (x, .)− gn‖TV = 1

2

∫
[0,1]n

∣∣∣P (n)(x, y)− gn(y)
∣∣∣ dy748

= 1
2

∫
[0,1]×[0,1]n−1

∣∣∣Pk(x, y1)P (n−1)
k (x, y2)− g(y1)gn−1(y2)

∣∣∣ dy1dy2749

= 1
2

∫
[0,1]×[0,1]n−1

∣∣∣(Pk(x, y1)− g(y1) + g(y1))P (n−1)
k (x, y2)− g(y1)gn−1(y2)

∣∣∣ dy1dy2750

≤ 1
2

∫
[0,1]×[0,1]n−1

∣∣∣(Pk(x, y1)− g(y1))P (n−1)
k (x, y2)

∣∣∣ dy1dy2751

+ 1
2

∫
[0,1]×[0,1]n−1

∣∣∣g(y1)P (n−1)
k (x, y2)− g(y1)gn−1(y2)

∣∣∣ dy1dy2752

≤ 1
2

∫
[0,1]
|Pk(x, y1)− g(y1)| dy1753

+ 1
2

∫
[0,1]n−1

∣∣∣P (n−1)
k (x, y2)− gn−1(y2)

∣∣∣ dy2754

755756

We deduce757

‖P (n)
k (x, .)− gn‖TV ≤ n‖Pk(x, .)− g‖TV ≤ nρk (31)758

Hence for a fixed ε, if k satisfies nρk ≤ ε, then for every x, ‖P (n)
k (x, .)− gn‖TV ≤ ε. Thus we759

take k ≥ (logn− log ε)/(log 1/ρ), and the mixing time is O(logn).760

In addition, as each coordinate is from each other, the total number of reflections is the761

sum of reflections per coordinate. Hence, the number of reflections is proportional to the762

dimension. J763
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B Supporting information: pseudo-code764

In the following, we provide the pseudo-code for the high level description of the HMC765

algorithm (Algorithm 1).766

Algorithm 2 Hamiltonian Monte Carlo step with real RAM arithmetic model
1: HMC_step(q)
2: Choose a travel time L ∼ Unif(0, Lmax).
3: choose p ∼ N (0, In)
4: Set dist = L

5: while dist > 0 do
6: (intersection, tc) ← Intersect_hyper_planes(q, p) // find intersection with hyper-

planes
7: if intersection = False OR dist < tc then
8: (q, p) = Update_positions_momenta(q, p, dist) // update traj. with distance dist
9: Set dist = 0

10: else
11: (q, p) = Update_positions_momenta(q, p, tc)
12: Reflext_normal(p(tc),nc)
13: Set dist = dist− tc

Algorithm 3 Hamiltonian Monte Carlo step with iRRAM number type
1: HMC_step(q)
2: Choose a travel time L ∼ Unif(0, Lmax).
3: choose p ∼ N (0, In) iRRAM REAL
4: Set dist = L

5: while dist > 0 do
6: (intersection, tc)← Intersect_hyper_planes(q, p) with tc an iRRAM REAL.
7: t<c = Near_inf_double(tc)
8: if intersection = False OR dist < t<c then
9: (q, p) = Update_positions_momenta(q, p, dist) // update trajectory with distance

dist

10: else
11: (q, p) = Update_positions_momenta(q, p, t<c )
12: Reflext_normal(p(t<c ),nc)
13: Set dist = dist− t<c
14: Is_strictly_in_convex(q)
15: Return q
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Algorithm 4 Find trajectory parameters for a given direction.
1: Compute_traj_params(qdir, pdir)
2: Set ω =

√
2a

3: Compute C =
√
q2
dir + p2

dir/w
2

4: Compute φ = arctan(− pdir
qdirω

)
5: if pdir < 0 and φ < 0 then
6: φ = φ+ π

7: if pdir > 0 and φ > 0 then
8: φ = φ− π
9: Return [ω,C, φ]

Algorithm 5 Intersecting the trajectory with hyperplanes bounding the polytope
1: Intersect_hyper_planes(q, p)
2: Set intersection = False
3: for each hyperplane H of equation (Ax)i = bi do
4: Compute the outward pointing normal nH to the hplane
5: Compute the dot products qnH =< q, nH > and pnH =< p, nH >

6: [ω,C,Φ] = Compute_traj_params(qnH , pnH )
7: if C > bi then
8: t1 = (arccos(bi/C)− φ) /ω
9: if t1 < 0 then

10: t1 = t1 + 2π/ω
11: t2 = (− arccos(b/C)− φ) /ω
12: if t2 < 0 then
13: t2 = t2 + 2π/ω
14: t = min(t1, t2)
15: if intersection = False then
16: Set tc = t

17: Set tc = nH
18: Set intersection = True
19: else
20: if t < tc then
21: Set tc = t

22: Set nc = nH
23: Return (intersection, tc)

Algorithm 6 Reflecting the normal
1: Reflext_normal(p, n)
2: n′ = n/ ‖n‖ // unit normal
3: Return p− 2 < p, n′ > n′

Algorithm 7 Update trajectory with distance t
1: Update_positions_momenta(q, p, t)
2: for i from 1 to n do
3: [ω,C,Φ] = Compute_traj_params (qi,pi)
4: Set qi = C cos(ωt+ φ)
5: Set pi = −ωC sin(ωt+ φ)
6: Return (q, p)
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C Supporting information: results767

To complement the analysis of section 4.4.1, we provide in the following plots with the768

variance of the statistics of interest (Figs. 6, 7, 8).769

Figure 6 Error analysis: variance as a function of the dimension. Model: isotropic
simplex. (Left) HAR (Right) HMC For the same window size, the variance of the error is lower
for HMC.

Figure 7 Number of generated points: variance. Model: isotropic simplex. (Left)
HAR (Right) HMC The log scale hints at a polynomial number of points as a function of the
dimension.
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Figure 8 (Left) Number of oracle calls for HMC (Right) Ratio between the number
of oracle calls and the number of points generated Plots for the isotropic simplex.
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